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ALL NEW FAMILY BUNKIE LAUNCHES AT QUEENSLAND SHOW
See the all new FAMILY BUNKIE at the Queensland Caravan Camping and Touring Supershow being
held at the RNA Showgrounds Brisbane from June 7 to 12. Great value at only $54990 no more to pay
The Crusader Bunkie is designed with the family in mind and there is no better time to create those magical family
memories that will live with you and your children for ever, the happy moments toasting marshmallows around the
campfire, frolicking on beaches and beside rivers, the fun and laughter from a time that can very quickly get away.

The Bunkie weighs around 1980kg so it is perfect to be towed behind a Prado or other vehicles with limited tow ratings and
the payload of the Bunkie is as much as 750kg, that’s a lot of bikes, toys and other family treasures.
Crusaders Family Bunkie combines a composite roof and floor with a Duratech 6” Australian steel box section chassis with
eye to eye tandem axle suspension – all equating to strength and durability.
The Bunkie is the perfect example of the thick fully insulated hail resistant roof which extends from the front checker plate
over to the rear checker plate, one piece meaning no roof joins .The one piece composite floor is 42mm thick and offers
dense insulation properties against cold or heat creep from the ground and the fibreglass skin under the floor acts as a
barrier and offers protection from water and road debris. The side walls sit on top of the floor, and the roof sits on top of
the walls thus creating a total load sharing structure.
Add to this impressive structural design, Crusaders use of full width piano hinges, checkerplate on the front, rear and the
sides, wall studs spaced every 250mm, furniture screwed in from the outside and higher grade electrical wiring over industry
standard. Crusaders new Bunkie is backed by Crusaders peace of mind two year national factory warranty.
Designed with higher (80”) ceilings than most other caravans, loads of LED downlights, gloss finish on the ceiling and the
cupboards and the largest windows available, the Bunkie feels nice, spacious and liveable. The fully insulated body together
with reverse cycle air conditioning and the large, shady roll out awning offer relief from extreme temperatures.
But it’s not just about strength, it’s also about luxury and the Bunkie, for its price, is the best equipped bunk caravan on the
market today. The list of standard features seems endless and includes a queen size bed with innerspring mattress or opt for

single beds if you wish. The children are not forgotten as the Bunkie has three bunks as standard, great for the large family
or if a friend comes along and each of the bunks also have an innerspring mattress, a reading light, 12v power and window.
Including the lounge, the Bunkie can sleep six quite comfortably.

The 100ah deep cycle battery, 25amp charger and a solar panel can power the myriad of LED down lights that brightly
illuminate the caravan, the TV / DVD combo, the blue tooth CD radio and he water pump if you are away from a 240v supply.
A large lounge accommodates the family for dinner and the well equipped kitchen with stylish rolled benchtops, usually only
found on expensive caravans, has a cooktop with three gas and one electric hotplate, microwave oven, a two door multi
energy refrigerator, drainer sink, flick mixer taps and of course hot and cold running water from the two 95 litre water tanks.
The bathroom offers a full height fibreglass shower, a flushing toilet and a vanity bowl, top loading washing machine and a
wind up vent with exhaust fan. The hot water system operates on either electricity or gas, turned on at the flick of a switch.
Upgrade your Bunkie into a multi terrain caravan with our discounted X Country upgrade bundle which offers fully
independent suspension with shock absorbers, dirt eating 16” chunky tyres, the silver/grey look with black checkerplate, a
tool box and jerry can holders on an extended A frame, a superior DO35 coupling, a pressure dust vent and more.

30mm thick one piece insulated composite roof

42mm thick composite floor compared to most others

KEY FEATURES AND SPECIFICATION
Length:
Weights:
Chassis:
Roof:
Walls:
Floor:
Ceiling:
Electrical:
Gas & water:
Bathroom:
Heat/cool:
Kitchen:
Beds:
Security

19' internal length, 26’7” travel length including bumper bar and spare
ATM 2600kg, Tare 1980kg*, Ball 140kg* (*approximate and can vary)
6"chassis and drawbar and Eye to Eye suspension rated to 1300kg per axle
One piece hail resistant fibreglass composite roof eliminating joins
Fully insulated with supports every 250mm, side cladding with checker plate
Thick composite fully insulated one piece floor eliminating floor creak
Extra high 80" (2032mm) ceiling, a delight for taller people especially
100ah deep cycle battery with 25w battery charger and solar panel
Two front mounted 9kg LPG gas bottles and two 95 litre tanks with lockable filler
Combined shower, toilet and vanity. Top load washing machine
Reverse cycle remote controlled air conditioning and 14’ roll out awning
190 litre fridge/freezer, cooktop and grill and microwave
Queen 5’x6’2” main and three bunks all with innerspring mattress
Triple lock security door and locking double pane windows

Check out our roof
insulation test video
(Scan the QR code our
just search for “Crusader
Roof Heat test “ on
YouTube
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